Down To Earth: our journey together

• Anil Agarwal (DTE’s founding editor) said that this magazine has a purpose; it has a dream to make a difference so that we can build perspectives and provide inspiration so that you our reader can make the change that is needed

• We believe we have a duty to hope

• We believe that in the past 30 years – 744 issues and counting – we have reached out to thousands and thousands and helped to shape our world
May 15 1992: world prepares for Rio

30 years later, world is preparing for Stockholm 50

We said then and repeat now, there cannot be a sustainable world without an inclusive and equitable world order

DTE has continued to bring to light the weaknesses in the global discourse so that issues that matter to the powerless and voiceless are heeded
Climate change: existential threat; we have reported every (mis) step; science, politics and developments
Ganga and the pipedreams: what do do and how?
Our right to clean air: fundamental and non-negotiable
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Amphibians succumb to environmental change.

Applying the brakes on dirty engines.

Our meat-eating ancestors in Africa.

Noise pollution

Deep in dirty waters

SABOTEURS

The case of the millennium is finally being heard.

The case for pollution in the rainforests.

Pachmarhi not one to dabble with.

How do we preserve our tiger reserves?

The case for pollution in the rainforests.

Leaves not one to dabble in.

The case for pollution in the rainforests.

Pachmarhi not one to dabble with.

The case for pollution in the rainforests.

Leaves not one to dabble in.
Protection and conservation with people
Food for nature, livelihood and nutrition: from farms and farmers
Forests: habitats of people and wildlife
Bhopal industrial disaster and Union Carbide: We must not forget
For all and always: system; methods, diseases and causes
What and why: events, science and environmental links
To join the dots and make connections in the South
To reach our information where it matters

DTE HINDI
Our journey is not over

• Not yet, not by a long shot

• We have in these years worked with amazing colleagues; people who continue to make a difference today wherever they are

• They continue to be part of DTE; and I am sure they have a little bit of DTE in them always

• Because this is not a magazine; it is not a product by, of and for the market; it is about making a difference in our world. This is our commitment, yesterday, today and tomorrow